
 Speaking Topics
Writing Fantasy

Use story elements, especially goals and conflict, to develop both a fantasy world that is tightly
woven into the story itself and an engaging story readers can't put down. 

 
 Math for Authors: Setting a price for your books and calculating profit, taxes, and

break-even point for in-person events and selling direct
Learn about the math that makes you--or loses you--money. Consider taxes, payment

processing fees, setting prices to make a certain profit, and more in this practical workshop. 
 

Making It to The End
Haven't finished your book yet? Learn about common story problems and types of internal

resistance that impede progress and how to overcome them.
 

Elixir or Poison?: Gaining and evaluating feedback from critique partners, contests,
editors, and beta-readers

Smart authors get feedback--and know what to take and what to leave. Learn how to gain and
evaluate feedback to improve your writing. 

 
Indie Publishing: From manuscript to a book that sells 

A practical and honest guide to indie publishing given in a conversation manner.
 

 Don't Be Ruled by Rules
How understanding the concept of principles versus rules can help you in your writing and life.

 
I W.R.I.T.E.: An introduction to writing a novel

Have you always dreamed of writing a novel but don't know where to start? This overview  will
help you get started and discover that your novel is only a page away. 

Your next book is only a page away.

 E.J. Kitchens, author of over ten books, loves helping others through her words. She is an engaging
speaker who focuses on the practical, empowering listeners to accomplish their goals. She has
several speaking topics and is open to developing additional talks based on audience needs.

E.J. Kitchens 
Speaker, author, editor 

 If you would like more information or to contact 
E.J. Kitchens about speaking, please use this link or visit this

webpage: https://www.ejkitchens.com/speaking/


